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Andantino con rubato

---

I bring fresh showers for the thirsting flowers, From the seas and streams; I bear light shade for leaves when

---
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laid In noon-day dreams. Like a child from the womb, like a ghost from the tomb, I arise and unbuild it once again.

From my wings are shaken

dews that waken, that waken, that...
Molto rit.

wa

And then

gain

And laugh

thunder,
as I pass in thunder...

Primo tempo

molto cresc.
Poco rit.  a tempo  Poco rit.

Poco rit.  a tempo  Poco rit.

All

A tempo

o-ver earth and o-cen, with a gen-tle mo-tion, Lured by the love In the pur-ple

A tempo

Poco rit.  a tempo

Poco rit.  a tempo

Like a
child from the womb, like a ghost from the tomb, I a-
rise and un-build it once again.
un-build it once a-
gain.
When the Lamp is Shattered

Rotondo, sonabile, e poco allegro

Text by Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792–1822)
Justin Henry Rubin (2015)

*tenuto in this piece indicates emphasis without accent

very resonant throughout

Poco rit.  a tempo

When the lamp is shatter'd,

1. When the lamp is shatter'd,

2. When the lute is broken,

The light in the dust lies dead...

Sweet tones are remembered not...

When the cloud is scatter'd

When the lips have spoken,
The rainbow's glory is shed...

Rit.

The weak one is singled

Poco rit.

A tempo

When hearts have mingled,

The weak one is singled
To endure what it once possessed.

O Love!

who bewail, who bewail

wail-est fragility of all
things here, of of all

things here...

Like the sun from a win-try sky...

Leave thee na-ked
to laugh.

When

leaves fall

and

Molto rit.

cold winds come...

dim.

pppp